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Activity: 1 

Report on Product developed by K.Maniteja. BA(Computer Applications) final year student  

The Innovation centre has reviewed the model of novel bike developed by K.Maniteja of 
BA(Computer Applications) final year(2019-22) and found to be innovative. Hence, the 
committee forwarded this project to management for funding for development of prototype. Mr. 
K.Maniteja received Rs.20, 000/- towards research and development of the novel bike with 
added features. 

          

 
 

The student of Sardar Patel college  K. Maniteja B.A (Computer Applications) 
 finalyear has remodeled a bicycle into a motorcycle which runs with fuel. K.Maniteja has 
worked hard for 4 months and remodeled this bike. 
A feature of this bike are- a bike engine is used for this cycle and it works with and without 
(peddling) petrol. 



 
 
Activity: 2 

Ramya student of Bsc Applied Nutrition and Public Health, Botany and Chemistry batch 2019-
2022, has started a small business of homemade chocolates in June 2021.Eventually she learnt 
more skills by experimenting, practicing and developing new recipes and introduced Cakes and 
many more desserts on my Instagram page @confecarnival. Her speciality is that she uses only 
the best quality premium ingredients and no harmful chemical preservatives in our desserts and 
everything will be made from scratch when she gets the order. Therefore she takes orders a day 
or 2 days in advance. It’s a small scale venture (cloud kitchen) where she gets orders sparingly 
but hopes that it will grow in future. As she wanted to add her knowledge from education to her 
business, so she developed a few Low-carb, diabetic friendly, keto and gluten free recipies also 
to promote healthy desserts. 
 
Here are a few images attached of her work. 
 

 
 
 
 



Activity: 3 

Student Divya Vyshnavi of B.Sc. Nutrition (2019-22) and Umesh Chandra Dasari B.Com 
(Computer Applications) 2018-21 has started a Youtube channel. 

Some of their links are: https://youtu.be/MQz_9lfo-30 

https://youtu.be/Tmb3ha0XOEI 

https://youtu.be/_9GmfGJZ5F4 

 

 


